ABSTRACT Distant supervision (DS) has become an efficient approach for relation extraction (RE) to alleviate the lack of labeled examples in supervised learning. In this paper, we propose a novel neural RE model that combines a bidirectional gated recurrent unit model with a form of hierarchical attention that is better suited to RE. We demonstrate that an additional attention mechanism called piecewise attention, which builds itself upon segment level representations, significantly enhances the performance of the distantly supervised relation extraction task. Our piecewise attention mechanism not only captures crucial segments in each sentence but also reflects the direction of relations between two entities. Furthermore, we propose a contextual inference method that can infer the most likely positive examples of an entity pair in bags with very limited contextual information. In addition, we provide an annotated dataset without false positive examples based on the Riedel testing dataset, and report on the actual performance of several RE models. The experimental results show that our proposed methods outperform the previous state-of-the-art baselines on both original and annotated datasets for the distantly supervised RE task.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distant supervision (DS) is a class of weakly supervised methods [1] and has become a popular approach for relation extraction (RE) to alleviate the lack of labeled examples in supervised learning. DS is an effective approach to scale RE to very large corpora that contain thousands of relations without any labels on the text.
The term ''distant supervision'' was formally used by Mintz et al. [2] as a method of utilizing existing structured facts for obtaining training data without the manual labeling of examples. For the RE task, DS makes use of an already existing knowledge base (KB) such as Freebase or a domainspecific KB to label entity pairs automatically in the text. This is then used to extract features and train a machine learning
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classifier. The original ''DS assumption'' is that if two entities participate in a known Freebase relation, any sentence that contains these two entities might express that relation. For example, Freebase contains the fact that <Tokyo, is the capital of, Japan>. We consider this fact and label each pair of ''Tokyo'' and ''Japan'' that appear in the same sentence as a positive example for the ''/location/country/capital'' relation. By aligning KB facts with texts, DS provides coherent positive training examples and avoids the high cost and human effort of manual annotation. Such large datasets allow for learning more complex models such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs). However, DS often introduces noise to the generated training data. This approach can generate false positives, as not every mention of an entity pair in a sentence means that a relation is also expressed. As a result, DS is still limited by the quality of the training data, and noise existing in positively labeled data may affect the performance of the supervised learning.
Recently, neural networks have been widely explored in distantly supervised RE and achieved state-of-the-art results. Zeng et al. [3] treated RE as a problem of multi-instance learning to relax the strong assumption of DS: they assumed that ''at least one document in the bag expresses the relation of the entity pair.'' Then, they divided the original input sentence into three segments by the positions of two entities and used piecewise max pooling to automatically learn relevant features using a piecewise CNN (PCNN ). Lin et al. [4] addressed the shortcoming of the previous model, which only used the most relevant sentence from the bag. They proposed using sentence-level attention to capture the importance of each sentence, and then leveraging large amounts of useful data and information that is expressed by all sentences in each bag. Currently, PCNN+ATT, proposed by Lin et al. [4] , is one of the state-of-the-art neural-network-based RE models.
In this study, we propose a novel neural RE model that combines a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) sequence model with a form of hierarchical attention that is better suited to RE. Our model consists of two attention modules: a piecewise attention that builds itself upon segment-level representations, and a sentence-level attention that builds itself upon sentence-level representations in each bag. Our piecewise attention not only captures crucial segments in each sentence but also reflects forward and backward directions of a sentence for better understanding the target relations between two entities.
The primary goal of RE under DS is to determine the relation for a given bag, i.e., between a given pair of entities. Hence, we propose using a contextual inference method that can infer the most likely positive examples of an entity pair in bags with very limited contextual information (i.e., for a bag with only a few sentences). Our inference method increases the number of positive examples and intentionally covers more contexts for target bags by using the similarity between entity pairs in positively labeled data. In addition, we provide an annotated dataset for the distantly supervised RE task, which is based on the most commonly used dataset developed by Riedel et al. [5] , and report on the actual performance of several RE models. All experimental results show that our proposed methods outperform previous state-of-the-art baselines on both original and annotated datasets.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (a) a novel BiGRU model combined with an additional attention mechanism called piecewise attention for distantly supervised RE; (b) a contextual inference method for improving bag label prediction; (c) an annotated dataset of 5,863 sentences, 1 which is checked by annotators for false positive examples; and (d) experimental results showing that the proposed models outperform various state-of-the-art baselines 1 We release our annotated dataset at: https://github.com/pvthuy/distantlysupervised-RE on both original and annotated datasets for the distantly supervised RE task.
II. DISTANTLY SUPERVISED RE TASK A. BACKGROUND
The original assumption of DS [2] indicated that all sentences containing a known relation (e.g., in Freebase) might be potential true positive relation mentions. This assumption is too strong and causes the issue of incorrect labels. Consequently, it will deteriorate the performance of a model trained on such noisy data. At-least-one models make a relaxed DS assumption [5] : if two entities participate in a relation, at least one sentence that mentions these two entities might express that relation. In this case, at least one mention is considered as a true positive.
Ridel et al. [5] , Hoffmann et al. [6] , and Surdeanu et al. [7] introduced a series of models casting DS as a multipleinstance learning problem [8] . In this multi-instance setting, the training set contains many entity-pair bags, and each bag consists of many relation mentions. Each relation mention is an occurrence of a pair of entities with the source sentence . 2 The labels of the bags are known; however, the labels of the relation mentions in these bags are unknown.
A DS system has several key differences from traditional supervised RE systems. First, the primary goal of a DS system is to determine whether a relation between a given pair of entities is expressed somewhere in the text, and not necessarily where it is expressed [5] . In other words, a DS system should predict labels for relations (i.e., entity pair labels), not relation mentions (i.e., sentence labels). By contrast, the objective of standard supervised RE systems is to classify relation mentions (i.e., a sentence mentioned a specific entity pair). One of the most important benefits of focusing on relations instead of relation mentions is that it allows us to aggregate evidence for a relation from several places in the corpus. Second, in standard supervised learning, the gold annotations of all training sentences are given, whereas in DS, only entity pair labels are provided. This, however, may serve as a challenge because DS generates many noisy mentions that do not support target relations.
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION 1) DISTANT SUPERVISION (DS)
We are given a corpus C and a KB K that contains known tuples (e 1 , r, e 2 ) in which r ∈ R (the set of relations we are interested in) and (e 1 , e 2 ) is an entity pair that expresses the relation r. The labeling procedure of DS is as follows: we align K to C; and for a tuple (e 1 , r, e 2 ) in K, all sentences (relation mention candidates) in C that simultaneously mention both entities e 1 and e 2 constitute a bag and are deemed as having the relation r. This generates a dataset that has labels on the entity-pair (bag) level with (possibly noisy) positive examples. Previous works typically assumed that if the argument entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ) does not appear in K as holding a relation, all of the corresponding relation mentions in C are automatically annotated as negative examples (i.e., with ''NA'' labels).
2) DISTANTLY SUPERVISED RE
The distantly supervised RE task can be formalized as follows: We are given a training set T that contains N entity-pair bags (B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B N ) . The n-th bag consists of n b sentences (or relation mentions) {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n b } and the relation label r for a given entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ). An RE model M is trained with training set T to select valid sentences based on r for each bag. In the testing phase, our goal is to predict which relation types are expressed in the unseen bags, given all sentences in which both entities are mentioned in a large collection of unlabeled documents.
III. METHODOLOGY
The distantly supervised RE task is formulated as multiinstance learning. In this section, we introduce a novel neural RE model that combines a BiGRU sequence model with a form of hierarchical attention that effectively incorporates the piecewise and sentence-level attentions. Furthermore, we propose to use a contextual inference method that can infer the most likely positive examples of an entity pair in bags with limited contextual information without using any external knowledge resources or human annotations.
Our model takes input as an entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ) and a bag B = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n b } for (e 1 , e 2 ), and predicts the probability p(r|e1, e2) corresponding to the relation label r, ∀r ∈ R (R is the set of relation labels). Our model consists of two main components:
• Sentence Encoder Given a sentence in x ∈ B, which contains two target entities, the sentence encoder outputs a distributed representation x of the sentence.
• Bag Encoder Given the encoding of each sentence in the bag for the entity pair (e 1 , e 2 ), the bag encoder aims to learn a representation of the given bag, which is fed to a softmax classifier. We briefly present the components of our model below. Each component will be described in detail in subsequent sections.
A. SENTENCE ENCODER
The overall architecture of the sentence encoder is depicted in Fig. 1 , with the original sentence as the input to our model. Our sentence encoder has an embedding layer, two BiGRU layers, and a piecewise attention layer. These key modules are analyzed as follows.
1) EMBEDDING LAYER
Following previous work, we transform each input word of the source sentence into a combination of word embedding and position embedding in the embedding layer.
Word embeddings (WEs) aim to represent words as lowdimensional dense vectors. They can capture syntactic and semantic properties of words, such as in [9] . An embedding lookup table is first used to map words in the sentence into real-valued vectors. Word representations are encoded by column vectors in an embedding matrix E ∈ R d w ×|V | , where d w is the dimensionality of the embedding space and |V | is the size of the vocabulary.
Position embedding (PE) [10] is used to specify the positional information of the current word with respect to two target entities e 1 and e 2 . Therefore, we define two lookup tables with two position embedding matrices P 1 and P 2 , where
×|L| (L is the maximum distance between any words of the sentence and two entities, and d p is the dimension of the position embedding). P 1 and P 2 are randomly initialized. We then transform each relative distance (from the i-th word to e 1 or e 2 ) into a real-valued vector by looking up the position embedding matrices.
We concatenate the word and position embeddings as the input of the network. For a given sentence composed of k words, 
2) 1 ST BiGRU LAYER
The role of the sentence encoder is to read the input sentence and construct an informative sentence representation. RNNs have been widely exploited to deal with variablelength sequence input. RNNs can learn long dependencies, but in practice they tend to be biased toward their most recent inputs in the sequence [11] . Long short-term memory networks (LSTMs) [12] incorporate a memory cell to combat this issue and avoid the vanishing gradient problem.
A gated recurrent unit (GRU) [13] is a simpler variant of the LSTM and was found to achieve better performance than the LSTM on some tasks [14] . A single-direction GRU has one drawback of not using the contextual information from the future words. A BiGRU exploits both the previous and future contexts by processing the sequence in two directions, and generates two independent sequences of GRU output vectors. Given the input sequence e x = [e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k ], we employ a BiGRU as the recurrent unit, where the GRU is defined as
where W z , W r and W h are weight matrices, σ is a sigmoid function, and is an element-wise multiplication operator. Initially, for t = 0, the output vector is h 0 = 0.
Inspired by the PCNN model [3] , we divide the original input sentence x into three segments by the positions of two entities e 1 and e 2 . Fig. 1 illustrates these three segments, namely PRED, MID, and POST in our model. Let En1pos and En2pos be the positions of two entities in x. The input sequence e x = [e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k ] of the BiGRU layer is divided into three independent subsequences:
The repetitions of entities in Eq. (5), Eq. (6), and Eq. (7) mark the opening or closing of a coherent piece of text, and help our models extract informative distinct features over these adjacent text spans. Then, the first BiGRU layer processes each segment (PRED| MID| POST) separately. Concretely, the BiGRU consists of a forward GRU and a backward GRU. The forward GRU reads the input from left to right and generates a sequence of hidden states, e.g., (
The backward GRU reads the input in reverse from right to left, and results in another sequence of hidden states, e.g., (
The i-th hidden state is defined as
3) 2 ND BiGRU LAYER
The 1 st BiGRU model sequentially takes each word in the input sentence, extracts its information, and embeds it into a semantic vector. Owing to its ability to capture long-term memory, the BiGRU accumulates increasingly richer information as it goes through the sentence. The entire representation can be obtained as the final hidden state of the last word or time step. We retain the final forward and backward hidden states of each segment separately from the 1 st BiGRU, and then feed them into the 2 nd BiGRU layer. Let − → h PRED and ← − h PRED be the two final hidden states of the forward and backward directions generated for the PRED segment, respectively, and similarly for the other segments. As shown in Fig. 1 , we put these hidden states together in order of their occurrences in the input sentence to establish a direction-aware sequence:
The 2 nd BiGRU takes the above sequence as the entire input, and can build up progressively higher-level representations of sequence data. Thus, it is more effective than the single-layer BiGRU encoder. VOLUME 7, 2019
4) PIECEWISE ATTENTION LAYER
The attention mechanism was introduced by [15] in order to stress the target words step by step in machine translation. Recently, it was transferred to other tasks including distantly supervised RE. Lin et al. [4] proposed a sentence-level attention scheme to select informative sentences from each bag. Jat et al. [16] recently introduced a model with sentencelevel attention integrated with word-level attention to further explore the importance of different words in each sentence.
The word-level attention mechanism is a straightforward method to extract specific words that are important to the meaning of a sentence. However, a drawback of this method as an approach for distantly supervised RE is that it is difficult to take the directionality of target relations into account. For example, we may know that two entities e 1 and e 2 should be related in a relation r (the relation is not symmetric in general), but we cannot really infer whether the tuple (e 1 , r, e 2 ) or (e 2 , r, e 1 ) is correct without focusing on the right context in a given sentence.
All of the segments in an input sentence might provide necessary information to RE. However, it is obvious that not all segments contribute equally to the sentence meaning for different relations. For example, considering three cases from the Riedel dataset with two entities are in boldface, and the important segments are underlined:
<S1>. (/people/person/nationality) mr. burns said the indian foreign secretary, shiv_shankar_menon <e 1> , had been invited to Washington for talks early next month, and mr. burns planned then to travel to india <e 2> . <S2>. (/location/location/contains) kelly air force base closed in the 1990 's, but san_antonio <e 1> is still ringed by three air force installations as well as brooke_army_medical_center <e 2> and fort sam houston, the army 's largest base through world war ii . <S3>. (/people/person/children) one, senator evan_ bayh <e 2> , above, son of former senator birch_ bayh <e 1> of indiana, is testing the waters for a possible presidential bid in 2008 . In the sentence <S1>, the left segment is more important than others to reflect the relation type /people/person/ nationality. In the sentence <S2>, the middle and right segments might provide the necessary information to the relation type /location/location/contains. The right context in <S2> also supplement more useful information for predicting target relations. In the last example, the middle segment is the most important part related to the relation type /people/person/children. In addition, the direction of the relation between two entities birch_bayh and evan_bayh in the sentence <S3> should be taken into account properly.
In our model, we therefore integrate a direction-aware attention layer over the 2 nd BiGRU network to tackle the above challenges. We propose an additional attention mechanism called piecewise attention, which builds itself upon segment-level representations to improve the performance of the distantly supervised RE task. Our piecewise attention not only captures crucial segments in each sentence but also reflects the direction of the target relation in each segment.
As shown in Fig. 1 , we obtain hidden state representations of the sentence by feeding the sequence (10) into the 2 nd BiGRU:
where
and the number of hidden states produced by the 2 nd BiGRU is 6, which is equal to the number of components of the input to the BiGRU in Eq. (11) . Here, we use the element-wise sum (the symbol ⊕ in Eq. (12)) to combine the forward and backward pass outputs. Next, we apply the attention mechanism at the segment level to assign a weight α i to each hidden vector h i generated by the BiGRU network, and pay more attention to the informative segment. The piecewise attention α i is given by
where w is a parameter vector to be trained, and w is a transpose. Finally, we aggregate the representation of these directionaware segments to construct the sentence representation. The final sentence vector x is computed as a weighted sum of hidden states {h 1 , . . . , h 6 } as follows:
B. BAG ENCODER Following previous work [4] , we use selective attention to deemphasize noisy sentences in the given bag. By using the sentence-level attention over sentences, a representation for the entire bag is learned. The details are described below.
1) SENTENCE-LEVEL ATTENTION LAYER
In our model, the piecewise attention and the sentencelevel attention are complemented to deemphasize the noisy samples. The sentence-level attention layer assigns higher weights to valid sentences and lower weights to invalid ones in a particular bag B = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n b }. The sentence-level attention β i for the sentence vector x i can be computed by
where A denotes a diagonal weight matrix, r is a parameter vector related to relation r, and the query-based function s i scores how well the input sentence x i and the relation r match.
The final representation b for a given bag is computed as a weighted sum of its sentence vectors {x 1 , . . . , x n b }:
where n b is the number of sentences in the n-th bag.
2) CLASSIFICATION AND TRAINING
The bag vector B extracted from the segments and sentences of a bag B is a high-level representation of that bag and can be used as features for relation classification. Then, B is passed to a softmax layer to predict the probability distribution corresponding to the relation labels. The conditional probability of the i-th relation is
where θ denotes all parameters of our model, and o = Mb + d comprises the scores of all possible relations (o ∈ R |N | , where M is the representation matrix, d is a bias vector, and N denotes the number of relations).
We define the objective function using cross-entropy at the bag level [4] :
In addition, we adopt the dropout strategy [17] and use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to optimize our models.
C. BAG-LEVEL CONTEXTUAL INFERENCE METHOD
The advantage of distantly supervised RE lies in aggregating features from multiple sentences for the same entity pair. However, in many cases, there are insufficient number of sentences for a particular entity pair because of the limited coverage of the text corpus (e.g., when aligning the KB with that corpus, we can not acquire many sentences for rare entity names, such as person/location names). For example, in the testing set developed by Riedel et al. [5] , which is the most widely used dataset for the distantly supervised RE task, there are 74, 857 entity pairs that correspond to only one sentence around 3/4 overall entity pairs [4] . Therefore, it is desirable to infer more sentences for that entity pair. In addition, few sentence may not cover the diversity of the context for predicting the bag's label. More contexts may increase the confidence score of the prediction.
Using a small number of sentences in each test bag may affect the accuracy of the prediction in the testing phase. We therefore propose using a contextual inference method that can infer the most likely positive examples of an entity pair in test bags with limited contextual information without using any external corpora or KBs. The target bags are those containing only one or very few sentences in the testing phase.
For example, consider the following two sentences: We use the cosine function to measure the similarity of two bags. Each bag is represented by the embedding difference between its entity vectors [18] , e.g., the bag (Tokyo, Japan) corresponds to vec(''Japan'') -vec(''Tokyo''). The similarity between two bags (e 1 , e 2 ) and (x 1 , x 2 ) is defined as Sim ((e 1 , e 2 ) , (
Our bag-level contextual inference method is described in Algorithm 1. We leverage the given training data to generate artificial sentences, and hence increase the number of positive examples for each bag in the testing phase. It is expected that the newly generated sentences will share a similar semantic meaning with the target bag and provide supporting contexts for prediction. Our inference method aims to find high-quality sentences and avoid noise added to the target bags. It can be integrated in our proposed BiGRUbased model. To the best of our knowledge, our contextual inference method is the first approach that can infer more examples for the target relations leveraging the similarity of two bags, without using any external resources in the distantly supervised RE task.
Algorithm 1 Bag-Level Contextual Inference
1 For each target bag (e 1 , e 2 ) in a testing set (e.g., bags with only one sentence):
2
Find top-k similar bags to (e 1 , e 2 ) from training set according to Eq. (21). Each sentence s in these similar bags has the form (x 1 , c, x 2 ), where x 1 , x 2 are two entities, and c is the context in s.
3
A new artificial sentence s is generated with the form (e 1 , c, e 2 ) by joining (e 1 , e 2 ) and c. 4 Retain a maximum number of sentences s (e.g., 5) added to the bag (e 1 , e 2 ).
5
Include the newly generated sentences s in the bag (e 1 , e 2 ) to support the prediction.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS AND SETTINGS 1) RIEDEL DATASET
We use the Riedel dataset introduced in [5] , which is the most commonly used dataset for the distantly supervised RE task. used as testing. The training data contain 522, 611 sentences, 281, 270 entity pairs, and 18, 252 relational facts. The testing data contain 172, 448 sentences, 96, 678 entity pairs, and 1, 950 relational facts. In total, there are 53 relation labels including the NA relation in this dataset. However, this automatically generated dataset could be incorrect owing to the limitation of the DS assumption.
2) OUR ANNOTATED DATASET
A training dataset for DS is created with the following simple rule: If a sentence mentions two entities e 1 and e 2 and they are known to have a relation r (according to a KB such as Freebase), the sentence must be put in a bag for the relation r between entities e 1 and e 2 . Nevertheless, this rule may produce many false positive sentences in a bag, as e 1 and e 2 may have occurred in the same sentence merely by chance. Consequently, the existence of false positive sentences in a bag can hurt the performance of RE models.
We therefore provide an annotated dataset to guarantee the quality of the data and report on the real performance of various RE systems. The Riedel testing set comprises 172, 448 sentences, and 6, 444 of them are labeled as positive examples by the DS assumption. As some of them appear several times, we use 5, 863 unique positive examples for our annotation. To the best of our knowledge, our current work is the first that provides such a high number of annotated sentences for the distantly supervised RE task. In the first stage, we request two annotators to check independently if 5, 863 sentences express the target relations. Second, the two annotators discuss the disagreed labels in order to reach a consensus. The details of the second stage of our annotation process are listed in Table 1 . There are 1, 529 sentences where both annotators are marked as ''false positive'' and 4, 246 sentences marked as ''No'' (i.e., true positive). The Cohen's kappa coefficient on our annotation is 0.96, which indicates a strong agreement between annotators. For 88 sentences (1.5%) for which the two annotators cannot reach an agreement, another participant is involved in the decision-making process. Finally, 1, 575 of 5, 863 sentences (26.86%) are judged as false positive by three annotators.
3) EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We follow the parameter settings that are similar to those used in previous baselines [3] , [4] in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods. We use the word embeddings trained on the NYT corpus. The entities consisting of multiple tokens are considered as a single token. The dimensions for the word embedding (WE) and position embedding (PE) are set to 50 and 5, respectively. We use the maximum relative distance L = 100 in the position embedding, which is randomly initialized. The BiGRU hidden unit size is set to 230. We use a dropout with probability p = 0.5 and learning rate λ = 0.01 for the SGD.
For the bag-level inference method, we also use the skipgram word2vec model to measure the similarities between different bags. The target bags are those with only 1 sentence. The maximum number of sentences added to each bag is 5. We tune the top-k similar bags to the target bag when our inference method is combined with others.
For evaluation, we report on the performance of models by using a precision-recall curve and top-N precision (P@N) metrics, which were commonly used in previous works.
4) COMPARED MODELS
To evaluate our proposed models, we compare them against the previous baselines for the distantly supervised RE task. All of the models are described as follows:
• Mintz: A multiclass logistic regression model [2] .
• MultiR: A probabilistic graphical model for multiinstance learning [6] .
• MIMLRE: A graphical model that jointly models multiple instances and multiple labels [7] .
• CNN+ONE: A CNN-based RE model [10] with multiinstance learning [3] .
• CNN+ATT: A CNN-based RE model [10] with sentence-level attention [4] .
• PCNN+ONE: A CNN-based RE model [3] that uses piecewise max-pooling to generate the sentence representation.
• PCNN+ATT: A piecewise max-pooling over a CNNbased model to obtain the sentence representation, followed by sentence-level attention [4] . Currently, PCNN+ATT is one of the state-of-the-art neuralnetwork-based RE models for this task.
• PCNN+ATT+Inference: The model PCNN+ATT combined with our bag-level contextual inference method.
• BGWA: A recent single-layer BiGRU-based RE model with word-level and sentence-level attention [16] .
• 2BiGRU+PATT: Our proposed model, which uses two BiGRU layers and piecewise attention.
• 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference: Our proposed model 2BiGRU+PATT combined with the bag-level contextual inference method. We refer to three feature-based systems (Mintz, MultiR, and MIMLRE) as the traditional models, and neural-network-based systems (CNN+ONE, CNN+ATT, PCNN+ONE, PCNN+ATT, PCNN+ATT+Inference, and BGWA) as the state-of-the-art models for comparison. An analysis of the results is provided in the next section.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL METHODS
We evaluate our proposed models (2BiGRU+PATT and 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference) and compare them with three conventional feature-based methods (Mintz, MultiR, and MIMLRE) on the Riedel dataset. The precision-recall curve of each system is shown in Fig. 2 . It is obvious that our proposed models significantly outperform all feature-based methods over the entire range of recall. When the recall is around 0.1, the performances of Mintz, MultiR, and MIMLRE drop quickly, while our models maintain high precision. All of the feature-based methods used humandesigned features, which are time consuming and labor intensive. By contrast, our models can automatically learn the intrinsic features without human intervention from a large number of training examples.
2) EFFECTS OF OUR PROPOSED METHODS AND COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART MODELS
We compare our proposed models with two types of recent CNN-based models: the CNN model in [10] and the PCNN model in [3] ) with at-least-one multi-instance learning (+ONE) used in [3] and the sentence-level attention (+ATT) used in [4] . PCNN+ATT is one of the state-of-the-art neuralnetwork-based RE models reported in the Riedel dataset. The precision-recall curves of these models are presented in Fig. 3 . The results show that our 2BiGRU+PATT model performs better than all CNN-based models to a significant extent, especially when compared to the state-of-the-art PCNN+ATT system. Our 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference model achieves the best performance among all of the methods. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed models for the distantly supervised RE task.
We also compare our models with BGWA, which is a recent single-layer BiGRU-based RE model with word-level and the sentence-level attention [16] . From Fig. 3 , we observe that the BGWA model achieves performance that is comparable to that of the PCNN+ATT model. BGWA is considered a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of our piecewise attention as BGWA and 2BiGRU+PATT employ similar hierarchical attention networks (word-level or piecewise attention combined with sentence-level attention). The results indicate that the precision value of our 2BiGRU+PATT model is higher than that of the BGWA model when the recall value changes. This demonstrates the effect of using piecewise attention instead of word-level attention. Our new attention mechanism helps the RE models to focus on the right context in a given sentence and captures the directionality of nonsymmetric relations more efficiently.
Next, we compare the effects of integrating our bag-level contextual inference method into different systems. Our inference method boosts the performance of the PCNN+ATT system significantly and makes PCNN+ATT+Inference comparable to 2BiGRU+PATT. The inference method also enables the 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference model to achieve a large improvement compared to the 2BiGRU+PATT model. All of these examples show the superiority of our method against the state-of-the-art methods.
3) PERFORMANCE OF OUR ANNOTATED DATASET
In the Riedel testing set, there are 172, 448 sentences, and 6, 444 of them are labeled as positive examples by the DS assumption. We replace the labels of 6, 444 sentences in the Riedel testing set, which are checked by annotators, and refer to this as our annotated dataset. It means that we only changed the labels of false positive sentences to ''NA'' (i.e., true negative), and the total number of sentences is unchanged. Fig. 4 shows the performance of our annotated dataset for three models: PCNN+ATT, 2BiGRU+PATT, and 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference. The ''*'' symbols denote the evaluations of our annotated dataset. It is observed that there are slight changes when the results are reported on the original and our annotated dataset. However, all of the systems are robust, and our 2BiGRU+PATT model performs even better on the annotated dataset. Our bag-level contextual VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 2. P@N for RE in bags with different numbers of sentences; * symbols denote evaluations of our annotated dataset; One, two, and all denote number of sentences randomly selected from a bag; best scores are in boldface.
FIGURE 4.
Performance of models on annotated dataset; * symbols denote evaluations of our annotated dataset. method still shows its benefits and does not require any external resources of KBs. Furthermore, ours is the first work to report on the performance of various RE models on an annotated dataset with a high number of testing examples (5, 863) checked by humans.
4) EFFECT OF SENTENCE NUMBER
Following previous works, we also evaluate our methods with different numbers of sentences in the bags with more than one sentence. In this setting, one, two, or all sentences are (randomly) selected from each bag for comparison in the testing phase. We then report the P@100, P@200, P@300, and their mean for each model. The results are listed in Table 2 . In all settings, our 2BiGRU+PATT model obtains higher average precision than the PCNN+ATT model, which demonstrates the efficacy of our method. These improvements are observed on both datasets to an extent of 3.2% (using all sentences in the Riedel dataset) and 4.1% (using all sentences in our annotated dataset). Using all of the sentences helps the models achieve the best results. However, adding sentences might result in more noise, which can affect the performance. This is illustrated in the ''One'' and ''Two'' settings. The 2BiGRU+PATT model using two sentences does not produce a higher improvement than when using only one sentence: 71.6 to 71.7% and 67.8 to 68.3% on the Riedel dataset, respectively; and 70.8 to 71.3% and 63.9 to 66.0% on our annotated dataset, respectively. 
5) P@N IN ALL BAGS
The P@N results for all bags are presented in Table 3 . We can see that our proposed methods show their advantages and achieve notable performance for all values of P@100, P@200, P@300, and Mean. For the Riedel dataset, our 2BiGRU+PATT model performs better than the PCNN+ATT model when the average precision increases from 73.8% to 77.2%, and performs in a similar manner for the models that use our inference method (76.9% to 82.1%). For our annotated dataset, the scores also improved remarkably: 72.6 to 76.9% when using our novel BiGRU-based model, and 72.6 to 80.8% when incorporating the additional inference method. All of the proposed methods still show their robustness on both datasets.
6) PARAMETER TUNING FOR OUR BAG-LEVEL CONTEXTUAL INFERENCE METHOD
For our bag-level contextual inference method, we tune the top-k similar bags (this is shown in Algorithm 1) to find the best performance of two models: PCNN+ATT+Inference and 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference. The average P@N (N = 100, 200, 300) results for all bags are used for comparison. Table 4 lists the numbers of similar bags and inferred sentences that were generated by our inference method. When the number of similar bags increases, the number of inferred sentences is incremented accordingly in most cases. The maximum number of sentences is 1, 807, which corresponds to 28.04% of the positive examples in the original Riedel testing dataset. When the number of similar pairs >= 15, the generated sentences are the same as for 14 since our method already generated all possible sentences for the bags with only one sentence. Parameter tuning for our bag-level context inference method; we only create data for bags with one sentence in testing set; maximum number of sentences added to each bag is five; when number of similar pairs >=15, generated sentences are same as for 14 since our method already generated all possible sentences for bags with one sentence; best score for each model is in boldface. The best average P@N score for each model is reported. The PCNN+ATT+Inference model reaches its best performance with top-k = 2, whereas our 2BiGRU+PATT+ Inference model achieves the best result with topk = 9. Compared to the original systems (which are listed in Table 3 ), the gap between 2BiGRU+PATT+ Inference and 2BiGRU+PATT is higher than that of PCNN+ATT+Inference and PCNN+ATT: 82.1 to 77.2% compared with 76.9 to 73.8%, respectively. This is useful in practice because both models are beneficial when using the inference method to support the prediction. Our model shows its advantages and leverages the artificial data more efficiently. Table 5 shows five randomly selected example results of our proposed models from the Riedel testing data. For each case, we show the gold labels and the top-3 predictions of our 2BiGRU+PATT and 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference models, respectively. The values appeared in parentheses represent their corresponding probabilities. The correct predictions are in boldface.
7) CASE STUDY
We can see that our two proposed models produce reasonable predictions in the analysis for our relation extraction task. For four of five cases (except the 4-th case), our proposed models give high probabilities to the correct predictions. The contextual inference method can enhance the performance of our 2BiGRU+PATT model with the help of supporting contexts and is useful in our task. Our 2BiGRU+PATT+Inference model assigns comparable or higher scores to the correct predictions than the 2BiGRU+PATT model.
In the last column of Table 5 , we show the unknown words, which can not be found in our embedding matrix, in the corresponding sentence. The unknown entities are indicated in italics. An unknown entity affected significantly to the label of its bag for the short context, especially in the 4-th case. Since the is no meaningful text span between two VOLUME 7, 2019 entities dylan_thomas and aeronwy_thomas, and the 1 st entity's vector is missing from the embedding matrix, our models result in the second top-scoring predictions (i.e., /people/person/children).
We checked the ratio of matched entities between the Riedel dataset and our embedding matrix. We use the word embeddings trained on the NYT corpus and keep the words which appear more than 100 times in the corpus as vocabulary. These word embeddings are similar to previous baselines [3] , [4] . There are 69, 040 unique entities appeared in the Riedel dataset. However, we found that only 22, 515 of 69, 040 entities (32.61%) matched in our embedding matrix. It suggests that a larger text corpus should be used to cover the high number of entities appeared in the Riedel dataset and improve the performance of our proposed models. In addition, the vector embeddings of Wikipedia concepts and entities, such as a person's name, an organization or a place can be trained using the character embedding, which handles infrequent words better than the word embedding as the latter suffers from lack of enough training opportunity for out-ofvocabulary words. Figure 5 shows similar entity pairs involved in our contextual inference method from both training and testing portions in the Riedel dataset. Recall that for each target bag (e 1 , e 2 ) in a testing set, our contextual inference method selects topk similar bags to (e 1 , e 2 ) from the training set according to Eq. (21). We selected 1, 000 pairs between (e 1 , e 2 ) and (x 1 , x 2 ) that have highest similarity scores, and visualize these pairs using force-directed graph layout algorithms. Each entity pair (or a bag) is represented by a node, and similar entity pairs are linked by edges in the graph, which provides an overview of relationships among related bags.
In order to evaluate the quality of similar entity pairs chosen by our contextual inference method using the vector difference between entities' vectors, we randomly select 100 pairs between (e 1 , e 2 ) and (x 1 , x 2 ) (out of 1, 000 pairs above), and check whether these two pairs indeed have a similar semantic relationship. For example, (atlanta, high_museum_of_art);(chicago, art_institute_of_chicago) is assigned as correct since these two pairs are similar according to the /location/location/contains relationship. In total, 83 out of 100 cases (83.0%) are judged as correct by two annotators. It demonstrated that using the vector difference between e 1 and e 2 , and x 1 and x 2 in Eq. (21) is effective for calculating the similarity between bags. Without any external corpora or KBs, our inference method showed its advantages and leveraged the training data efficiently.
For better understanding the reason of the incorrect inference, we also analyzed each entity name in 17 incorrect cases (out of 100 cases above). For example, (kentucky, center_college);(mitch_mustain, arkansas) is an incorrect example, where mitch_mustain is a person name, and others are locations or places. We found that 13 out of 17 incorrect cases (76.5%) contain at least one person name, while only 22 out of 83 correct cases (26.5%) have such entity type. It indicates that learning meaningful vector representations for person names is more difficult than for others. In the future work, we think that much efforts should be done to obtain better embeddings of rare entity names, such as the person names in the Riedel dataset.
Due to the diversity of relation types and limitations of model capabilities, we think that a small number of incorrect predictions are inevitable. In general, our proposed methods are very effective for improving the performance of the distantly supervised relation extraction systems.
V. RELATED WORK
The distantly supervised RE task aims at identifying the semantic relation of a sentence set expressed toward an entity pair or a bag level [2] . Ridel et al. [5] , Hoffmann et al. [6] , and Surdeanu et al. [7] introduced a series of models casting DS as a multiple-instance learning problem [8] to relax its original strong assumption.
Recently, neural networks have been widely explored in distantly supervised RE and achieved state-of-the-art results [3] , [4] , [10] . Most existing systems model the noisy DS process in the hidden layers by learning an informative sentence representation or features, and then selecting one or more valid relation mentions for RE. Zeng et al. [3] divided the original input sentence into three segments by the positions of two entities, and used piecewise max-pooling to automatically learn relevant features using a piecewise CNN (PCNN ) model. Lin et al. [4] and Ji et al. [19] addressed the shortcoming of the PCNN model, which uses only the most relevant sentence from each bag. They proposed to use sentence-level attention to dynamically calculate the weights of multiple sentences, and then leverage large amounts of useful information from all sentences in each bag. Currently, PCNN+ATT [4] is one of the state-of-the-art neural-networkbased RE models.
Zhou et al. [20] presented word-level attention integrated in a BiLSTM-based model and achieved significant improvements on SemEval2010 [21] , which is a supervised dataset and cannot be used for the distantly supervised RE task. Yang et al. [22] and Jat et al. [16] combined the word-level and sentence-level attention mechanisms in their single-layer BiGRU-based models and showed that these performed better than the CNN/PCNN models.
We believe that using only sentence-level or the word-level attention might not be the optimal solution because the crucial information should be distributed to different segments in the input sentence. Therefore, in this work, we develop two-layer BiGRU-based models with a combination of piecewise and sentence-level attention in order to capture the significance of each piece of text as well as the directionality of nonsymmetric relations.
We also make another contribution by proposing a novel contextual inference method that can support the bags with very few examples. In addition, previous works usually evaluated RE systems in a held-out evaluation, which suffers from noise, e.g., in the Riedel dataset. Only a few works conducted manual evaluations with a small number of annotated FIGURE 5. Some similar entity pairs involved in our contextual inference method; each node represents an entity pair, and similar entity pairs are linked by edges.
sentences (e.g., 500 in [19] ). By providing an annotated dataset of non-false positive examples, the real performance of various RE systems can then be measured accurately.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we proposed novel neural RE systems with two BiGRU layers and two attention modules: the piecewise and sentence-level attentions. We also presented a contextual inference method that can infer the most likely positive examples of an entity pair in bags with very limited contextual information without using any external KBs or corpora. The experimental results showed that our proposed models offer significant improvements over state-of-the-art methods on our newly created dataset and the Riedel dataset. Our dataset will be made publicly available for other researchers to use as a benchmark.
In the future, we plan to develop more sophisticated methods for measuring the similarity between entity-pair bags, such as using the shortest dependency path between the two entities instead of the full sentence to infer similar examples from external text corpora, and apply our methods to other domains such as biomedical or scientific articles in order to further benefit this task. VAN 
